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DESCRIPTION The new German Garment sewing
Machine, The LAMELS BASIC 2001, offers new
features of comfort and compactness while

keeping the regular threading speed and sewing
speed. The computerized operating system also

allows simple use. EXTERIOR DESIGN LED
available LED available Include the possibilities
of LED in design of the LAMELS BASIC and make

the system even more convenient and user-
friendly. This is an additional LED light which
illuminates the LED lamp, which is installed in

the front of the LAMELS BASIC. The light reflects
from the sewing table and points the light

forward towards the sewing area. Speed Control
Speed control is a handy feature in the LAMELS
BASIC as it allows the user to control the sewing

speed of the machine. Normally the sewing
speed is fixed and can not be adjusted. Now the
user can change the sewing speed of the sewing

machine without the manual jump on the
standstill. With the digital speed control, the

sewing speed can be adjusted within 5%, from
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0.25 to 5 mm per seconds. This makes it
possible to change the sewing speed according

to the thickness 0cc13bf012
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